Listening Guide and Resources

1. The Cat Empire – *Brighter than Gold* – taken from the album – Steal the Light
   
   1a. Listening Activities

2. The Paper Kites – *Woodland* – taken from their E.P – Woodland
   
   2a. Listening Activities

3 - 4. The Choir Boys – *Run to Paradise* – taken from the album – Big Bad Noise
   Part 1
   Part 2
   
   4a. Listening Activities

5. Tommy Emmanuel – *The Journey* – taken from the album – The Journey
   
   5a. Listening Activities

   
   6a. Listening Activities

7. Midnight Oil and Novaspace – *Beds Are Burning* – taken from the albums Diesel and Dust, Cubes
   
   8. Boy and Bear – *Fall At Your Feet* – taken from the album – He Will Have His Way: The Songs of Tim and Neil Finn
   
   8a. Listening Activities

   
   9a. Listening Activities

10. John Butler Trio – *Treat Yo Mama* – taken from the album – Sunrise Over Sea

10a. Listening Activities

Aural Question Answers